Crystal
Mountain
Healers

Crystal Mountain is a field of loving oneness is created by the
crystals. In this space deep healing, connection and transformation.

CRYSTAL
MOUNTAIN
IBIZA

We work with some of the best practitioners on the island offering a
wide range of technique's to support you in your journey of
transformation.

LAUREN
CRYSTAL & SOUND CHAKRA HEALING
Experience a gentle but deep healing on the energetic,
emotional and physical levels awakening the unlimited
power with in you. Combining Full Moon sound healing
bowls with channelled Siddha energy ampplifided by a
Mandala curated to you personally with crystals and
sacred geometry.

WOMB HEALING
Energising the three main female energy centres, including
the Third Eye, Heart centre and the Womb energy centre. To
bring feelings of wholeness, stress relief balance, security
and empowered.
It clears blockages that restrict your archetypal energy so
that you live a richer version of our femininity. This gives you
full access t the creativity, sexuality, intuition, clarity,
wisdom and spirituality that lies in our authentic self.

INSIGHTS KINESIOLOGY
Using muscle testing and the chakra system we create together a
safe space. where we release energy and blockages holding you back
to discover who you truly are.
We create intentions to support your life and give you focus of what
you want by letting go of your limiting beliefs so you can live your
life to its fullest potential.
KINESIOLOGY FOOD FEEDBACK
Tapping into your energy system with muscle testing to speak with
the body and ask what it requires to function in an optimum way.

AGUSTIN
ESOTERIC THERAPY

In Esoteric therapy we bring the taumas of the unconscious in to the conscious
through different techniques such as holistic chiromassage, reiki, reflexology, NLP,
energy movement and psychomagic for you to realise your fullest potential

Each session is unique and different. All the sense are activated using frequencies, vibrations, aromas, touch and crystals to. bring the person to a state of prescence. All sessions include a full body
massage.

ALEXIS
SOUND HEALING & REIKI

REIKI
Rei means universal and ki means life force energy. Reiki
stimulates the body’s own natural healing system on a physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual level. It alleviates blockages in all
of these areas of our being to cultivate a deeper connection. to
yourself and brings you intot he present moment where healing
can take place.
Reiki amplifies the universal energy that lies in your being and
creates balance and alignment.

SOUND HEALING
Alexis invites you to experience a sacred journey created by the fusion of
Reiki energy with various high vibrational instruments that will give you a
deep sound healing.
The combination of reiki and sound provides space for deep self healing and
raising collective conscious.
The instruments used are Full moon healing bowls, Crystal singing bowls,
Didgeridoo, Shamanic drum, Nepalese Gong, Koshi chimes, Shamanic rattle,
Tibetan Bells, Chakapa, Shruti & Rain maker.

ASTERIA

CACOA CEREMONY
Open your heart, the key that unlocks the door to your
sacred self expression as we creatively transmute darkness
into light. Let go of all that doesn't serve you with
embodied movement as we dance and connect with the
elements Air, Water, Fire and Earth, working with Gaia to
release all limiting beliefs. Become one with the Universe
as Aether, while you lay down to receive a Reiki infused
cosmic Sound Journey.

TRANSCENDENTAL SOUND JOURNEY
Transcendental Sound journey - A multidimensional out of
body experience charged with galactic light codes
channelled through light language and the use of ancient
sound healing techniques, float amongst the Astral Realms
removing blockages consciously and subconsciously in
your entire being.

LIGHT LANGUAGE ACTIVATION
Light language is a non linear language channelled as a
frequency and transmitted through sounds, song,
movement and writing. Light language breaks down
blockages and activates dormant DNA that can help us to
remember our true gifts and talents. A lot of starseeds have
started to remember their galactic origins and the gift of
connecting with these beings

HOLISTIC MASSAGE
Holistic massage relaxes the body and mind by stimulating the muscles
and lymphatic system.

ADDALI
HOLISTIC APITHERAPY
Apitherapy is the administration of a micro dose of apitoxin, which is the
venom sting of a live bee on specific accupuncture points on the body. This
bio-stimilation in the bodys acts as a natural pharmacy. It is anti-bacterial,
anti-inflammatory and can also be used for pain relief.
It supports healing the nerves system and the immune system. It enhance
the production of the bodies natural chemicals and hormones such a
serotonin, dopamine and many more.
Addali has created a technique of combining apitherapy and holistc massage
to enhance your bodys natural healing abilities.

The combination of 3 different techniques which include Chiromassage,
Thai and Sports massage. The benefits it brings to the body are
numerous: it helps fight stress; eliminates physical and emotional
blocks; loosens the muscles, lightens venous circulation and provides
elasticity to the skin.
The areas of the body that are focused on during the massage are the
head, neck, abdomen, hands, arms, collarbone and back.

HECTOR
Holistic Intergative Health

Naturopath Thuban-Infanta Cristina University of Madrid
Transpersonal Psychotherapist from Escula de Navegantes
Nutritional Coach in Bioenergetic
Nutritional & Intestinal Health
Archetypal Astrology & Evolutionary Psychology
Yoga, Massage and Reflex Therapy

Assessment and Design a Personal Health Plan
Personalised Study of your history,biogentics constitution and current health
Observation of dark filed micoscopy of the live blood samples and HLBO test
Ayurveda, Marobiotiscs and Symbiotic nutition. Peronalised Detox plan with supplements
Naturopathic assessments: Kinesiology, Itiology (Radial Pulse),Reflex points, Iridiology and Biochemical diathesis
Homeopathic homeopathy and Bach Flower Therapy
Astrodiagnotics and Archetype forces

Reading of the natal chart and/or
solar revolution (hour and a half
approx)
Astro
diagnosis
+
integrative
naturopathy consultation (2 and a
half hours approx to 3 hours)
Astro diagnosis + naturopathy
consultation + blood drop reading (3
to 4 hours approx)

Ximena
TAROT CARD READING
Seven years ago, Ximena along with her husband, and cat moved from New York
to the Magical Island of Ibiza to start a new life! She began to give readings in
small gatherings on the Island and very naturally she incorporate her love of
Tarot and her mission to service others into her life on Ibiza.
Through tarot Ximena seeks to inspire and guide individuals to explore their
inner truths. She does this with a unique deck of tarot cards designed by the
infamous artist of all time Salvador Dali.
With her creative point of view she will take you on a journey full of magic and
wonder and help unfold the mystery in your life so that you can become more
aligned with your unique purpose, raise your vibration, and get you out of stuck
patterns or ways.
Allow her to help you discover symbols and signs that surround you and help
you find clarity where there was doub

JOE
Osetopathy

I allow space for your INNATE to re~connect and re~member cellular harmony and coherence.‘
Innate = in~born, natural, organic, quint~essence, ‘that part that is always in balance’

‘As a qualified M.Ost Osteopath, I allow circulation to be restored in your physical body through working holistically on all the different
systems, like the nervous and respiratory system or the deep infrastructure of your bones. Any form of stagnation is being guided back
into the innate state of flow to allow life to express freely in a new way.
As a channel of source energy, I allow myself to feel, see and sense what your whole system needs energetically in alignment with the
guidance of your ‘Higher-Self’ to shift into a new expression of consciousness.
I see myself as a facilitator of your body’s awareness to heal itself and remember your soul’s essence. I hold space for whatever your
system is ready to transform and integrate.
Are you ready for a journey inside yourself?

Fabio
SOUND JOURNEY
Sonic Enchantment is a unique sound
journey, beautifully integrating sacred
sounds, shamanic practices, binaural
frequencies and modern music
technology to bring you into a deeply
meditative and restorative state of
consciousness.
With well over a decade of experience in the field, Fabio Garces is one of the pioneers
of this work in London and has created a truly unique and transformational
experience. Now based in Ibiza, he has entered a new phase of sharing his work with
the world.
Sonic Enchantment is a live musical and multi-sensory experience which brings listeners
on a journey through the mind, body and soul.
Mixing old world and new world technology, the resulting effect serves to create personal
experiences that span a wide range of transformative benefits such as restoration and the
re-emergence of balance and inner calm.

DAGA
TRE®️Provider and Gestalt Counsellor
I am here to support you on your path to reconnecting with your authenticity,
inner wisdom and self-love

EXPLOREING MIND-BODY CONNECTION

TRE®️- TRAUMA & TENSION RELEASE EXERCISE

Connect to and activate the natural self-healing properties of your body and mind.
Every human being is a complex miracle - thinking, feeling, sensing, believing - so your whole
being is welcomed into a session with me.
In my integrative approach,
I combine psychological, somatic and meditative modalities, ie. Gestalt therapy, polyvagal
theory, trauma treatment, and non-duality meditation.
Deepen your embodied experience.
Attention to feelings and sensations in the body helps us create meaning that is experienced and
felt, not only known.
Together we explore the best ways for you to achieve emotional and physical grounding and
form a loving relationship with yourself.
The sessions allow you to translate the ideas of how you want to be in the world into part of your
being, transiting from intellectual into embodied.
You begin embodying the concepts of the mind and make them perceptible, felt and deeply
comprehended with all your senses rather than just known.

TRE®️(Trauma & Tension Release Exercises)
TRE®️is a somatic body-based modality that helps bring the body to
homeostasis and balance the nervous system if you are
suffering from stress, anxiety or trauma; it also helps to alleviate pain or
tightness in the body.
A set of seven simple stretches helps build up shaking and natural vibrations in
the body, a natural reflex mechanism that
releases muscular tension, calming down the nervous system.
Some people notice a physical or emotional release, without becoming
overwhelmed in the process.
People who practice TRE with me report feeling more grounded, relaxed, calm,
open, present and connected.
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